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Human breeding utopias seem to have become socially acceptable again.
The intellectual steps, from promoting to creating “elites” and from pro-
moting to creating “healthy” babies, have already been taken. During the
past fifteen years, the new challenges posed by prenatal diagnoses, the
human genome project, and the debates around cloning have resulted in
a veritable flood of publications on eugenics after a period of waning
academic interest in this branch of the history of ideas. Investigations of
the intersections between formulations of moral and legal norms and
scientific standardization are now enjoying renewed attention among
historians of science.1 By contrast, the response of general historians has
been marked by caution and restraint (except for a few publications on
institutional and gender history). If the subject of eugenics has been ad-
dressed at all, it has been mainly in the context of forced sterilization and
euthanasia during the era of National Socialism.2

In the Anglo-Saxon world, by contrast, the historical horizon was
extended early on by dating the beginning of modern eugenics to around
1880, when society underwent a “scientific turn,” that is, a turn toward
the description of the social and the historical using methods derived
from the natural sciences.3 The instances in which this extension was
pushed back to even earlier historical periods were rare and exerted little
influence.4 This restraint also results from a very narrow definition of
eugenics, which postulates certain scientific or surgical techniques for
palpable intervention into individual bodies, thus restricting the sense of
the term to so-called “negative” eugenics, describing measures such as
sterilization or euthanasia, while “positive” eugenics generally is under-
stood as the effort to increase the production and survival of healthy
offspring by indirect means, such as marriage restrictions. This normative
distinction, though, seems to be of little analytical help.5

Understanding eugenics primarily as a theoretical framework or set
of social goals—and only secondarily as concrete efforts to widen the
state’s sphere of influence into actual reproduction—broadens the per-
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spective and helps to anchor twentieth-century eugenic policies in their
historical background. At the same time, the Enlightenment is still widely
considered as the foundation of secular ethics and the “sanctification” of
human life (the abolition of torture and the death penalty, as well as the
“invention” of human and civil rights) without taking into account the
ambiguity of the widespread intellectual ideal of perfecting societies and
their people.6

Outside the disciplinary realm of the history of science, the herme-
neutical power and social authority of the avant-garde natural sciences
post-1750 are largely underestimated. This is particularly true for the
perception of the role of politically, socially, and philosophically engaged
physicians.7 Since the middle of the seventeenth century, newly emerging
scientific journals published lively discussions among physiologists,
natural philosophers, and “anthropologists” who argued over competing
theories of procreation (monogenists vs. polygenists) and heredity, espe-
cially the hereditary transmission of disabilities and diseases,8 and the
origins of so-called “freaks of nature” and “degenerate” peoples and
races.9 Competing explanations were now based “empirically,” i.e., on
case studies collected all over Europe, and no longer on tracts by classical
authorities. Such scientific exchange laid the basis for establishing norms
of normalization and pathologization and provided ammunition for
heated debates about the hereditary transmission of physical as well as
moral dispositions.

Since the mid-seventeenth century, many utopists proposed science
as the prime mover of societal progress.10 Such beliefs were particularly
strong in Central Europe, especially in the German lands, because it took
them more than one hundred years to recover from the extreme popu-
lation losses of the Thirty Years’ War. France, Eastern Europe, and Scan-
dinavia had also suffered continuously due to a constant state of war
since the sixteenth century. Comparatively early discussions in France
about the qualitative improvement of the “nation” (health, beauty, intel-
ligence) supplemented widespread European discussions about its quan-
titative (procreation) improvement.11 Such conversations began decades
before the French Revolution and led to the development of measures to
rationally control biological reproduction.12

In German-speaking states, similar concepts of meliorism (i.e., hu-
man improvement as a metaphysical goal given by nature that had to be
deliberately fostered) appeared not only in the work of Johann Peter
Frank (1779), the “founder” of social medicine who was active and well
known throughout Europe, but also in many of his fellow reformers’
works about “medical police.”13 Long before the “invention” of eugenics
as a modern science (c. 1880), concepts of “human breeding” and of the
“perfection of the human race” started circulating throughout Western
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Europe.14 Yet these concepts have attracted little attention so far,15 just as
little attention has been paid to the sustained influence of Lavater’s physi-
ognomics (in its elaborated form of phrenology and craniology) on Eu-
ropean and North American proto-eugenic thinking.16 Whereas in several
German-speaking states, a few U.S. states, and France and its colonies
medical theories about the definition of the human and its hierarchical
classification (to mark “freaks of nature” and “inferior races”) resulted in
legislative measures,17 British discussions about marital hygiene and
population politics were not reflected in laws or administrative precepts
prior to the turn of the twentieth century.18 Nevertheless, the success
story of eugenics in the sciences and in the larger public began in England
and the United States around 1880.19 Unlike the scientific legitimization
of racial discrimination, which has been a subject of intense study in the
United States since the 1960s, and the latest research in “disability stud-
ies,” the path that led to early and extreme forms of eugenic legislation
and practices still remains in the academic dark. The fact that a statistical
avantgardist like William Farr thanked God for epidemics because they
regularly eliminated the “degenerate,” and demanded lifelong incarcera-
tion of all “insane” people and “criminals” in order to prevent them from
procreating, has so far been widely ignored.20

The underlying notions of physical and mental perfection—or their
reverse: “degeneration” due to hereditary pathologies—in pre-twentieth-
century learned discourses are often dismissed today as pre- or unscien-
tific fashions. Yet such dismissals emanate from an anachronistic concept
of science, and overlook the fact that these theories were vigorously pro-
moted during the age of degeneration hysteria in order to advance the
“breeding” of social elites and healthy citizens.21

Since the mid-1840s the brothers Lorenzo and Orson Fowler used
their influential American Phrenological Journal as well their marriage
guidebooks to spread the mantra of racial improvement: “Progression is
a law of man’s very being [ . . . ].” Consequently, their only goal was:
“Perfecting our Race!”22 Vague as to whom this would apply the Fowlers
never addressed the question of race in relation to phrenology. Their
personal convictions can nevertheless be deduced from the fact that they
published excerpts from articles and reviews of books dealing with the
supposed superiority of the “Caucasian race.”23

Although phrenology was generally rejected by mainstream British
academia early on, a particular variety of phrenology enjoyed public
success among the white middle class, especially in the United States
between the 1830s and 1860s.24 Widely read men of letters like Walt
Whitman and Edgar Alan Poe were influenced by those ideas.25 Also
around 1860, several of the uniquely American Christian-utopian com-
munities experimented with ideas of selective breeding. Best known and
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most influential in its practices was the Oneida Community, but similar
ideas also dominated the Mormons.26 During the 1850s, the infamous
“freak shows” and “baby shows” organized by Phineas Taylor Barnum
were an early form of popularizing such standards of a white, middle-
class (classical Greek) body aesthetics among the working classes.27 This
tradition was revived in the 1920s by several state governments and even
implemented in their childcare programs.28 Another form also marketed
by P.T. Barnum was the public display of black slaves as the “man mon-
key” and “missing link” between apes and (white) humans, a result of the
emerging discourse on evolution during the early 1860s.29

The aim of my research project is to compare the evolution of early
breeding utopias in Germany and the United States against the back-
ground of the better researched medical, demographic, and economic
discourses in France and Great Britain. The meta-question is not whether
“Nazi eugenics were created in the US,” as biologist Garland E. Allen
entitled his review of Edwin Black’s book War Against the Weak some
years ago.30 Instead, my study deliberately focuses on the early period,
beginning with the publication around 1750 of the first and central French
works by Antoine Le Camus (Médecine de l’esprit), Charles-Augustin Van-
dermonde (Essai sur la manière de perfectionner l’espèce humaine), and Bene-
dicte-Auguste Morel (Traité des dégénerescences) and ending around 1870,
when Francis Galton triggered an avalanche, not so much by coining the
term “eugenics” (which happened only in 1883), but through the surpris-
ingly positive reception of his Hereditary Genius.

The purpose of my GHI-NEH-Visiting Fellowship at the GHI was to
systematically search for relevant primary source material from Ameri-
can publications of the aforementioned period dealing with the medical-
ization of demography and human reproduction.31 Preliminary research
had shown that numerous articles in medical, surgical, and scientific
journals addressed the subject of improving the “quality” of “human
stock,” triggered at the latest by Robert Malthus’s Essay on the Principle of
Population (1798), the first chapter of which praised the “perfectibility of
man and of society.”32 Whereas Malthus had prioritized “checking”
population growth due to looming food shortages in the near future,33

medical men discussed physical and mental degeneration as a result of
hereditary weakness of large portions of their populations, leading to the
“general enfeeblement” of the respective nation.

But Malthus was not the first to tackle such issues from a scientific
rather than philosophical point of view; indeed, his book was a reaction
to prior theses of other English and French philosophers and mathema-
ticians such as William Godwin and the Marquis de Condorcet. As men-
tioned before, especially in France, there was a lively debate about disas-
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trous population growth and the future development of society decades
before the French Revolution.34 Despite significant demographic interest
by political economists, physicians were the most ambitious profession
with regard to developing practical means of tackling social problems
related to demographic issues. This interest among physicians was con-
nected to the emergence of the “medical police” in France and Germany.
Physical and hygienic problems resulting from wars, mass migration, and
industrialization developed from squalor, chronic diseases, and epidem-
ics. The situation grew more and more acute in many countries through-
out Europe from the 1780s on and throughout the nineteenth century,
eventually reaching the United States. Feelings ran high among Europe’s
intellectuals, especially physicians, about whether there was a quantita-
tive or qualitative lack in the population.

Nevertheless, the involvement of the physicians should not be mis-
construed as mere philanthropy. Instead, it must also be understood as a
strategic means to improve the medical profession’s uncertain status in
society.35 When physicians in different countries addressed the question
of enhancing the physical quality of soldiers (mainly in size and strength),
this patriotic subject exemplifies their effort to prove their services as an
essential profession to their governments. The idea of enhancing military
or economic power by deliberately breeding a “race” of soldiers or, simi-
larly, of farmers, already discussed by enlightened European physicians
in the eighteenth century, came to American physicians’ minds only dur-
ing and after the Civil War.36

Apart from personal or professional motivations, several broader
questions might be raised: Were the American medical doctors who
served on advisory public health commissions prior to the Civil War
already participating in the relevant European scientific discourses? Or is
Charles E. Rosenberg correct that, prior to the 1860s, American medical
discourse was limited to moral and educational prevention, i.e. the notion
that better hygiene and nourishment would reverse physical and mental
degeneration within one generation?37 One subsequent question, then, is:
How did scientists approach the prevention and “cure” of physical and
moral “degeneration,” and at what point did they turn to proto-eugenic
measures in order to (re-)establish public health and national strength?
What was their position in the contemporaneous debate about birth con-
trol that evolved around 1830 in both Britain and the United States?

In order not to overrate the role of the medical profession in the
discourse, it is also necessary to incorporate related discursive platforms,
such as agricultural periodicals and animal breeders’ publications, which
regularly reported on “selective breeding” in domesticated animals, as
well as religious journals. For the same reason—that is, to assess the
physician’s range of influence in the non-medical and non-professional
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public sphere—the study also examines the impact of the academic dis-
cussions. To what extent did popular magazines engage in similar dis-
cussions about the self-perceived task of “improving the American race”?
Last but not least, to what degree did pamphlets and popular books like
marriage manuals and domestic advisors echo, or even trigger, such de-
bates?38 What was the ideological and scientific background of their au-
thors?

This study was able to draw upon a wide range of potential source
material. This included a vast number of periodicals, of both major and
minor prominence and from all fields, collected in the databases “Ameri-
can Periodicals Series Online” (APS) and “Early American Newspapers,”
both accessible by full-text search in the Library of Congress, beginning in
1740 and 1690 respectively. In addition, the National Library of Medicine
(NLM) in Bethesda has made available a vast collection of medical jour-
nals, tracts, books, and pamphlets. Although most of the material has yet
to be analyzed in detail, preliminary findings indicate several general
trends regarding the topics addressed by scientists involved in the issue
of “improving” the human and/or “American race.” The major topics
dealing with proto-eugenic questions are briefly introduced below.

General Observations

Before the 1830s, intellectuals in the United States, including writers,
theologians, physicians, lawyers, and politicians, seem not to have taken
much notice of the French and German discourses about active breeding
control. After the 1830s, articles in American medical journals dealing
with “laws of inheritance” in general, or with case studies of inherited
diseases like blindness, deafness, “supernumerary fingers and toes,” or
“madness” and “idiocy,” were rare, and mostly translated from British
and French journals. I found this rather surprising because influential
American physicians like Charles Caldwell, Samuel Gridley Howe or
John C. Warren did publish reviews of British and French works such as
James Cowles Prichard’s Researches into the Physical History of Mankind
(1813), William Lawrence’s Lectures on Physiology, Zoology, and the Natural
History of Man (1819), George Combe’s Constitution of Men (1828), and
Alexander Walker’s Laws Regulating the Resemblance of Progeny to Parents
(1833). All of the reviewed authors advocated a concept of human nature
that distinguished hierarchically not only between ethnicities but also
between more or less useful classes of “human stock.” Reviews of many
other related German, French, and British anthropological and medical
books were published in important periodicals like The Boston Medical and
Surgical Journal, The Ohio Medical and Surgical Journal, and The North
American Medical and Surgical Journal, but also in Timothy Flint’s Western
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Monthly Review, The Literary Journal and Weekly Register of Science and the
Arts, and other more general magazines.

Most of these reviews and commentaries were published anony-
mously, presumably because they often contained blunt statements about
highly sensitive moral and political issues. Statements in anthropological
texts such as, “If men, in the affair of marriage, were as much under
management as some animals are in the exercise of their generative func-
tions, an absolute ruler might accomplish, in his dominions, almost any
idea of the human form,” surely had their effect on the American audi-
ence.39 In addition, the popularity of the theory of the hereditary trans-
mission of acquired characters and its later endemic use as a major ar-
gument for eugenic measures derived from the early dissemination of
opinions such as the following: “The hereditary transmission of physical
and moral qualities, so well understood and familiarly acted on in the
domestic animals, is equally true of man. A superior breed of human
beings could only be produced by selections and exclusions similar to
those so successfully employed in rearing our more valuable animals.”40

Readers commented on reviews dealing with such topics, and even local
journals like the Raleigh Register or the North-Carolina Gazette published
their first articles about “frequent intermarriages [ . . . ] among the mem-
bers of a particular class, as nobility or royalty,” reflecting about ensuing
“deterioration of mental and physical energies” around 1830, and com-
plaining about such degenerative tendencies in the marriage policy of
southern plantation holders.41 Thus they transferred a common discourse
about the British or other European nobility dating back to the War of
Independence to their own communities.

It was not only the leading American physicians who became fervent
partisans of phrenology and demographic surveillance empirically sup-
ported by the new science of statistics. Many of their lesser-known col-
leagues also began collecting material on diverse issues, publishing their
findings in the growing number of medical and surgical journals. Despite
the early reflections on demography and the “quality” of the nation’s
“stock,” the majority of morally concerned physicians viewed initial ef-
forts to deal with birth control publicly, especially among the lower
classes, with criticism, mainly from a religious standpoint.42

Unlike the social, medical, and demographic discourses in continen-
tal Europe and Britain, up to the 1830s the North American debate re-
mained confined to moral, social, and hygienic improvement. Earlier
authors preferred to write under a pseudonym, even when merely sum-
marizing arguments made by others concerning physical degeneration as
a result of unhealthy lifestyles and bad habits, such as consuming coffee
and meat. Some of these anonymous authors criticized slavery as “a
prolific source of indolence and dissipation” only leading to “moral and
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physical degeneracy.”43 Not until the 1850s was public opinion about
demographic doom deliberately fueled by blunt pamphlets camouflaged
as reviews, e.g. in the New York Times. In such articles, “race and nation”
appeared marked by physical “degradation,” became more and more
“physically contemptible,” “doomed to decline.”

Physicians observe, from lustrum to lustrum [i.e. every five
years], a gradual increase and exacerbation of diseases which
spring from unhealthy and disproportionate stress from the brain
and nervous system, and correspondent neglect of the health of
the other framework of the body—of the muscular or respiratory
or digestive systems. Apoplexy, they say, and paralysis, and the
fatal darkness of insanity, are yearly more frequent, and most
frequent among the most active and laborious classes of our
populations. Our blood, even, [ . . . ] is absolutely corrupt.44

Marriage and Phrenology

In the 1830s, European developments in phrenology began to attract
increasing attention in the United States.45 In 1830, The American Lancet
reprinted a series of lectures by Johann Gaspar Spurzheim, the famous
phrenologist, originally published in the London Lancet.46 As early as 1833,
the Ladies’ Magazine and Literary Gazette published an anonymous article
about one of Spurzheim’s American lectures, focusing on the “laws of
hereditary descent.” The summary of its argument was:

The disposition to various disorders, as to gout, scrofula, dropsy,
hydrocephalus, consumption, deafness, epilepsy, apoplexy, idi-
otism, insanity, etc., is frequently the inheritance of birth. Chil-
dren born of healthy parents and belonging to a strong stock,
always bring into the world a system formed by nature to resist
the causes of disease, while children of delicate, sickly parents,
are overpowered by the least unfavorable circumstance.47

Messages of this kind might have planted the seed for later develop-
ments. In 1838, the aforementioned Lorenzo and Orson Fowler, Ameri-
ca’s most engaged proponents of Spurzheim’s phrenology, founded the
American Phrenological Journal, and soon also a very influential publishing
house.48 In 1839, Horace Greeley, a prominent editor, social reformer, and
molder of public opinion, who had already published George Combe’s
lectures on phrenology in their entirety in his weekly The New Yorker in
1833, printed a similar series of lectures given by Combe after his tour
through the United States in 1838–1839.49 From the 1840s onwards, one
can observe a sharp increase in more explicit contributions from a physi-
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ological standpoint on the issue of preventing further “degeneracy” and
“improving” the nation. In 1840, George Combe published a treatise
called Moral Philosophy and the Duties of Man Considered in His Individual,
Social, & Domestic Capacities, in which he focused on the role of heredity
and the danger emanating from marrying close relatives or those possibly
carrying physical or mental diseases. He called for a law that would
require anybody intending to marry to take a course in anatomy and
physiology so that they would be optimally prepared for marital choice.50

This text became gospel for the Fowlers and their few but vociferous
epigones.

Still, before the 1850s, the so-called “phrenological Fowlers” seem to
have been virtually the only intellectuals who spread the message of
careful procreation, not only through public lectures, but also through
numerous advertisements in related journals. The real boom in medical
self-help literature did not start until after 1850. This included dozens of
tracts dealing either with birth control or the opposite, i.e., optimizing
procreation.51 The Fowlers surely began it all, starting in the early 1840s
with various similarly titled marriage manuals such as Matrimony; Or,
Phrenology and Physiology Applied to the Selection of Congenial Companions
For Life, Including Directions to the Married for Living Together Affectionately
and Happily, which went through sixty-one revised editions between 1841
and 1851 alone, and grew from fifty to about a hundred and fifty pages.
Another one was called Love and Parentage, Applied to the Improvement of
Offspring, Including Important Directions and Suggestions to Lovers and the
Married Concerning the Strongest Ties and the Most Momentous Relations of
Life, which was reprinted forty times before 1855.52 All of their marriage
manuals used section headings such as “Perfecting our Race!” or “Who
should not marry?” Even in the 1870s and 1880s, the Fowlers continued
to publish new marriage guides specifically promoting “scientific selec-
tion” of spouses.53 In the meantime, most of their books had grown to be
thick volumes consisting of up to seven hundred pages featuring charts
and phrenological portraits.54 Nevertheless, they were sold at prices be-
tween one to three dollars, and thus were affordable for the masses.

In 1843, Orson Fowler tried to ignite a more scientific debate, origi-
nally triggered by Combe, by publishing his book on The Laws of Heredi-
tary Descent (second edition, 1848), which he simultaneously published as
a lecture series in his Journal. From the very beginning, these texts not
only dealt with appropriate lifestyle, diet, and the correct nursing of
infants, as other domestic or sexual guidebooks did; in addition, they
focused directly on “the Improvement of the Race; including Causes of its
Degeneracy,” as the title frankly stated.55 In 1846/47, the Fowler brothers
published another series of eleven extensive articles in their Journal fo-
cusing on “Progression—a Law of Nature” and “Its Application to Hu-
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man Improvement, Individual and Collective.” Part Six was dedicated to
the “Increase of Population” and aimed to trigger an international debate,
“. . . throughout all ages and nations, for perfecting mankind physically,
intellectually, and morally.”56

Orson Fowler, as a former theologian, referred repeatedly in all his
writings to religious norms, which he equated with the laws of nature.
Over and over again, he dedicated special articles in the early years of the
Phrenological Journal to the relation between phrenology and religion. In
the tradition of the moral physiology of enlightened medicine, he held
every individual responsible for his own health, but due to the newly
discovered laws of heredity now also for the fate of future generations.
The universal applicability of phrenology, similar to the ancient system of
humoralism, made it easy to be consistent with norms of the Old Testa-
ment, as well as to meet conditions of modern overpopulated metropo-
lises like New York: ”Mankind should know that sickness and death in
the prime of life, are only the penalties of violated physical laws, and
therefore morally wrong.”57 Fowler dedicated an extra issue of Volume V
(1843) of the Phrenological Journal to discussing the specific influence of
each parent’s sex on the offspring, explaining how the embryo inherited
the “mental condition” of the mother, describing the responsibility of
parents for “marks, deformities, and monstrosities” in their infants, and
claiming that older parents produced smarter children.

Such convictions were still not outdated in the United States in the
1860s. Physician and self-declared sexual advisor James Ashton warned
against too frequent intercourse as causing “feeble children” due to men’s
“thin and watery semen,” and carefully categorized and grouped match-
ing and non-matching couples according to their temperaments.58 More-
over, New York businessman Asa J. Soule tried to sell his contraceptive
pills by insisting, “There are many, also, who ought not to become par-
ents” because they “transmit hereditary diseases“ or produce only “puny,
sickly thing[s].”59

The Fowlers complained about the lack of marriage laws that would
prohibit the procreation between persons with certain defects:

If this [voluntary restraint from defective procreation] were the
case, each generation would be an improvement on preceding
ones. At present, however, the majority of society, from all ap-
pearances, live only for selfish purposes, regardless of the con-
sequences to posterity; and thus, the improvement of the race is
much retarded, man is degraded, and God dishonored.60

Careful “matrimonial selection” was every citizen’s moral duty, but even
the middle class and the wealthy cared more about family names and the
financial background of a candidate than about the health of future gen-
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erations. Consequently, the Fowlers proposed the establishment of a
“Matrimonial Intelligence Office [ . . . ] to promote introductions and
facilitate a right matrimonial choice. Not one based on dollars, but on all
matrimonial qualifications.” Selection should of course follow phreno-
logical guidelines:

And the Fowlers owe it to the public and their own position to
lead or second some such movement. And they yet will. The
progressive spirit of the age will not long allow so pressing a
human need to go unsupplied. All required to secure patronage
is to propound a judicious plan. And its patrons could afford to
pay well to be thus enabled to select a better matrimonial partner
than they otherwise could.61

Although the Fowlers and their phrenology business flourished among
artists, lawyers, and politicians for more than two decades, it is remark-
able how weak the immediate responses were to their constant appeal to
“selective human breeding.” In vain, they repeatedly called for the es-
tablishment of the above-mentioned federal marriage agencies, which
would also provide obligatory physical checks before issuing marriage
permits.

The only other early fervent adherent of such convictions was Hester
Pendleton, herself an ardent phrenologist and president of the short-lived
New York Free Medical School for Women.62 In addition to books about
child care and nursing, Pendleton also published three popular marriage
guidebooks. It even seems that Orson Fowler copied her ideas. For
Pendleton’s first book, which she “dedicated to the intelligent mother”
and released anonymously in 1843 and 1844 through Winchester Pub-
lishers in New York, already dealt “phrenologically” with the risks of
procreation. Facts and Arguments on the Transmission of Intellectual and
Moral Qualities from Parents to Offspring consisted of about two hundred
pages that must have been closely studied by the Fowlers. Although in
1841 Orson Fowler made only a lukewarm recommendation that some
excerpts had been pre-printed in the Mother’s Magazine,63 he clearly rec-
ognized Pendleton’s promising synthesis of public education on marriage
issues, the propagation of “his” new science, and, last but not least, busi-
ness. After revising the content slightly, Pendleton reissued the book as
The Parents’ Guide for the Transmission of Desired Qualities to Offspring; Or,
Human Development through Pre-Natal Influences and Inherited Tendencies
(1848). This time it came out under Pendleton’s own name, but much
more importantly, it was now printed and marketed in the Fowlers’
publishing house. It sold very well, and went through several editions
well into the 1870s. Encouraged by this success, Pendleton published
another marriage manual with a third publishing house (Carleton) in
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1863. Husband and Wife, Or, The Science of Human Development through
Inherited Tendencies was neither published anonymously nor under her
name, but under the revealing pen name of “the Author of ‘The Parent’s
Guide.’” This book saw only one edition, perhaps due to protest by the
Fowlers because the content was exactly the same as that of Pendleton’s
other book, on their backlist. Again, the whole issue centered on the “laws
of inheritance.” Pendleton stated frankly, practically quoting William
Lawrence in her first chapter:

It cannot be denied that if the same amount of knowledge and
care which has been taken to improve the domestic animals, had
been bestowed upon the human species, during the last century,
there would not have been so great a number of moral patients
for the prisons, or for the lunatic asylums, as there are at present.
That the human species are as susceptible of improvement as
domestic animals, who can deny? Then is it not strange that man,
possessing so much information on this subject, and acknowl-
edging the laws, which govern such matters, should lose sight of
those laws in perpetuating his own species? Yet, how extremely
shortsighted is that individual who, in forming matrimonial con-
nection, overlooks the important consideration of the quality of
the physical and mental constitution which his children will be
likely to inherit?64

Hereditary Predispositions

Insanity, often called idiocy, had always been a central element of all
concepts dealing with the brain or hereditary transmission, like those of
Lavater, Gall, Spurzheim, Combe, and Spencer. From the mid-nineteenth
century on, the topic of idiocy attracted scientists’ attention all over Eu-
rope, especially in France and Germany.65 In the United States, the debate
was given a stronger foundation in 1848, when Samuel Gridley Howe,
soon to become the director of the “Massachusetts School for Idiotic
Children,” published a “Report upon Idiocy” for the Senate of Massa-
chusetts. Its hundred pages were not based merely on vivid descriptions
of cases and wild speculation, but also for the first time on multiple
detailed statistics drawn from systematic research, demonstrated in forty-
six pages of tables and questionnaires. Howe, head physician of the Com-
mission, tried also to “shed some light” on the origins of insanity to
“deduce general laws,” by comparing his results with earlier French find-
ings. He made his stance on the topic quite clear from the beginning,
when he stated, “Nature, outraged in the persons of the parents, exacts
her penalty from the parents to the children.”66 In subsequent years, the
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report was not only reviewed enthusiastically in almost every American
and European medical and anthropological journal, but was also end-
lessly quoted and used as evidence for the necessity and legitimacy of
anti-marriage laws, especially in the United States.67 The Commission’s
findings not only changed traditional treatments of “madmen” funda-
mentally. They also triggered an international wave of efforts to discover
the relationship between “laws of inheritance” and the prevention of
madness.68

Howe, often celebrated as an abolitionist and reformer of mental
asylums, spoke openly only in foreign journals:

It may be assumed as certain, that in all cases where children are
born deformed, or blind, or deaf, or idiotic, or so imperfectly and
feebly organized that they cannot come to maturity under ordi-
nary circumstances, or have the seeds of early decay, or have
original impetuosity of passions that amount to moral insanity—
in all such cases the fault lies with the progenitors.69

At the same time, Howe was convinced that deteriorated “parental stock”
could be improved if all “violation of natural law” was strictly checked
“for two or three generations.” Thus, all physical and mental defects
would be “totally removed from any family, however predisposed
to insanity, or idiocy, [and] all possibility of its recurrence” would be
inhibited.70 This also accounted for one of the most common origins of
begetting “feeble” or “idiotic” children, i.e., the misuse of “distilled
and fermented liquors.” Physicians were now also discussing the tera-
togenic effect of caffeine, which led to “debility of constitution in both
sexes [ . . . ] enfeebling both parents and children.”71

Until well into the 1860s, the deterioration of the American “stock”
seems to have been viewed as reversible if dealt with appropriately,
quickly, and, above all, strictly. But the tone became increasingly dra-
matic and apocalyptic. Those who were especially interested in the moral
instruction of adults and/or the education of “imbecile and idiotic chil-
dren” began to emphasize a connection between poverty, criminality, and
the production of “imbecile offspring.” Official commissions, like that of
Massachusetts, stated: “We regard idiocy as a diseased excrescence of
society; as an outward sign of an inward malady.” They therefore de-
manded that society “seek for the sources of the evil” in order “to lessen
such evils in coming generations.”72 The Commission’s report, and simi-
lar complaints published after 1850, are littered with derogatory remarks
about those who recklessly spread “physical deterioration and mental
and moral darkness” all over the country. This change in language from
compassion to contempt and disgust may have facilitated the slow but
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palpable turn from assistance to elimination between the 1850s and the
1870s.

Phrenologists and alienists of other scientific backgrounds shared the
notion of physiognomic signs that enabled the trained professional to
distinguish those with a problematic disposition from those without one.
Beginning in the 1860s, more and more physicians in metropolises like
London, Paris, Chicago, and New York described an increase in cases of
insanity and imbecility, especially among the poor. Well into the 1870s,
an astonishing number of anonymous articles complained in dramatic
language about that specific variety of “degeneration” and vividly de-
scribed the ill-favored physiognomy of those incriminated. Sub-
discourses dealt with the controversial question of an above-average rate
of insanity among Jews, the blind and “deaf-mute,” and other invalids.73

A parallel discourse concerning the deaf, the “dumb,” and especially the
“deaf-mutes,” widely considered incapable of reasoned thinking, was
carried on in legal journals, and dealt solely with their legal rights. The
majority of those texts focused on questions about their mental capacities:
whether they could testify in courts, sign contracts of any kind, bequeath,
inherit, or vote.74 Surprisingly, the question of their right to marry was
hardly touched upon.75 In fact, hundreds of couples of “deaf-mutes,”
having graduated from US schools “for the deaf and dumb,” had married
as a matter of course during the 1820s to the 1850s, the ceremonies mostly
done in sign language. In most cases, both parties had been “deaf-mute,”
and obviously nobody had cared about it.76

Still, leading figures of American psychiatry like Pliny Earle, Edward
Jarvis, or Abner Otis Kellogg, after returning from tours of European
institutions, focused on the treatment of idiocy and insanity (often treated
as the same thing, with the terms used synonymously). Like the famous
French alienist Jean E. D. Esquirol, these Americans viewed insanity as “a
disease of civilization.” Yet they perceived insanity in most cases as an
acquired defect that could be mitigated or even prevented by proper
education and lifestyle.77 Only a few physicians seem to have been in-
terested in its prevention from a trans-generational perspective. Many of
these focused more on idiocy as a brain defect, which they tried to dis-
tinguish from insanity as either a mental or a brain defect. Even fewer
dared to mention a physiological relationship between poverty and in-
sanity, or that certain immigrants seemed to be more prone to such dis-
eases than others.78

Not until the 1850s did more elaborate works appear, such as New
York physician John Ellis’s The Avoidable Causes of Disease, Insanity, and
Deformity. Unlike many other physicians and clergy, who concentrated on
neglected child care and a debauched lifestyle, he wrote at length about
the danger of inherited mental defects. His book closed with an elaborate
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chapter about “Marriage and its Violations,” which he later also pub-
lished separately.79 Around the same time, several of his colleagues pro-
posed castration for the first time as a way not only to cure insanity, but
also to prevent its further transmission.80 Finally, in 1884, the same John
Ellis wrote Deterioration of the Puritan Stock and its Causes, a religious
pamphlet complaining about deteriorating birth rates among whites,
their sinful habits, and the fatal effects of the women’s movement on
female health. He called the descendants of the first white immigrants
“natives” and mourned their imminent extinction. His example shows
how the same person could develop increasingly extreme positions over
two to three decades, participating in an elite medical but religiously
fueled discourse, that was already becoming part of a much more ag-
gressive, Galtonian movement.81

Intermarriage: Hybrid Vigor vs. Breeding-In-and-In, and the
Issue of Miscegenation

Although phrenology played a major role in relation to intelligence dur-
ing these decades—thousands of Americans from all classes had their
heads and those of their offspring measured by the Fowlers and their
epigones—the proto-eugenic aspect of phrenology was not taken up by a
broader audience. The only parallel discourse to be found in other medi-
cal and scientific journals from the 1850s on were complaints about “in-
termarriage” among close relatives. The growing debate about the ques-
tion of the intermarrying of relatives, mainly first cousins, resulted in an
attempt to ground the highly sensitive issue on a statistical base. This
promised to lead to a more objective evaluation about hereditary mecha-
nisms. The issue of “intermarriage” definitely dominates the range of
topics dealing with the improvement of the nation’s “stock” over the time
period investigated. Every author openly demanded a law that would
forbid this practice once and for all. Their main argument was the ap-
parently disproportionate number of “deaf”, “dumb” and “blind” chil-
dren resulting from such matches.

After Alexander Walker’s above-mentioned bestseller Intermarriage
(1838) and Julius Steinau’s Pathological and Philosophical Essay on Heredi-
tary Diseases (1843), which also focused on intermarriage, the subject ex-
ploded around 1850. Reputable physicians like Samuel Merrifield Bemiss,
the editor of the New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, and Nathan
Allen, member of the State Board of Health in Massachusetts, sedulously
preached the dire consequences of this all too widespread practice. They
drew directly on agricultural arguments for or against “breeding in” or
“out,” also referring to those in favor of “breeding in-and-in.” This meant
breeding from a male and female from the same parentage in order to
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strengthen wanted qualities, here of wealthy and influential family net-
works. Physicians interested in heredity obviously followed agricultural
journals like the monthly Farmer’s Register, which published “Rules for
Breeding” as early as 1840. These directly compared human to animal
breeding, quoting authorities like Franz Joseph Gall and Alexander
Walker and promoting phrenological criteria for selection.82

By 1854 it was possible to call for a master race under one’s own
name in the Vermont Farmer’s Herald: “A superior breed of human beings
could only be produced by selections and exclusions similar to those so
successfully employed in rearing our more valuable animals.” Unfortu-
nately this urgent necessity was permanently and deliberately “over-
looked” by “the rulers,” the author complained.83 Experienced breeders
knew that selective breeding always had been a double-edged sword. On
the one hand, the most successful British sheep and cattle breeders spoke
in favor of “breeding-in-and-in,” while on the other hand, experience
since ancient times taught that this bore the risk of hereditary defects after
three or four generations at the latest. Race was openly debated by phy-
sicians as well as by self-proclaimed population experts. For many, the
“white” race was superior to all other colors, especially the “negro race”
and the “Indians.” Among the whites, the “Anglo-Saxon” stood above all,
and for many the “Dutch-Irish” represented the lowest type. The Ger-
mans were placed somewhere in between. Such reflections contained the
first romantic notions of racial purity, professionally labeled “purebreds,”
and the concomitant fear of uncontrolled immigration.

Nevertheless, such notions did not yet make racial purity appeal to
all their contemporaries.84 Some physicians drew the opposite conclu-
sion, arguing that only deliberate racial intermarriage, representing the
most extreme form of “breeding out,” namely out of the “racial stock,”
would improve every nation. In their opinion, “hybrids” generally
seemed to be stronger and healthier, as well as morally superior to those
bred within the same stock: “When the people of these United States
become a mixture of English, Scotch, Irish, Germans, and French, will
they exhibit a strength of body and intelligence of mind, a true inborn
energy and moral power, which do not equally signalize either of the
nations from whom they sprang?” Many gave an affirmative answer to
this question, which was raised by a theologian on one of the many public
occasions when such topics were debated amongst intellectuals of differ-
ent professions.85 “Hybrid vigor” in plants and many animals had been
widely recognized since antiquity.86

Others became fervent crusaders against marriage between whites
and blacks—among them Josiah C. Nott, a physician from Mobile, Ala-
bama, who relied on skull studies made by Samuel George Morton. This
camp frantically published dozens of texts about the physical and mental
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inferiority of the “mulatto,” based on the theory that human races
stemmed from different origins (polygenesis) and thus did not match.87

(The coining of the term “miscegenation” in 1863, meaning interracial
marriage, goes back to an anonymous pro-intermarriage pamphlet that
promoted the opposite position. Shortly after its first publication in New
York City it was debunked as a political hoax defaming abolitionists).88

Not until the mid-1860s did suggestions “to improve the breeds of men”
become as blunt as the Fowler brothers and Hester Pendleton had been
twenty years earlier:

To know how to generate rightly is as much the duty of a
man [ . . . ] as to know how to be regenerate. Men and women are
as much to blame for begetting sickly, ugly, malformed chil-
dren—children of ill disposition and perverse in bad temper—as
they would be were they to train them badly after birth. And the
reason why they are responsible is, because they can avoid all
such results if they will. . . . The whole subject of breeding chil-
dren must come up for discussion as fully and freely as it has
already done in regard to animals.89

Writers began mentioning blood more frequently now, though it still was
only loosely connected to the transmission of inherited traits. Generally,
it was the mother that “should be of better blood” than the father, due to
her greater role in the physical development of the offspring during
pregnancy and nursing.90 Blood as a powerful symbol had not yet made
its way into medical rhetoric, although it had been used in popular texts,
e.g., the New York Times.91

* * *

These preliminary observations neglect the decisive political and eco-
nomical changes and challenges of the turbulent decades between 1840
and 1870. The texts need to be analyzed in more detail and also situated
in their broader historical context in order to answer the major question
resulting from the observation of competing or even contradictory theo-
ries: Why did the faction supporting racial purity, medical marriage
control, sterilization, and imprisonment prevail for nearly the next hun-
dred years, while those favoring free marital choice, the melting pot
ideal, social and health reforms, and trust in nature’s healing capacities
(stillbirths, miscarriages, and sterility) failed? Perfection of human physi-
cality as a divine purpose was beyond doubt for both parties. This nor-
mative starting point, too, deserves closer observation.
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